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The logarithmic derivative of a weakly second order probability measure + on a
general vector space X is an example of an operator from X into L2(+) which
preserves the pairing of X and X$ under the inner product of L2(+). This
biorthogonality property is exploited to obtain, by means of comparison, a lower
bound on +’s covariance operator. The logarithmic derivative is then explicitly
evaluated for probability measures induced by the solutions to stochastic ordinary
and partial differential equations.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
Let Z be a second order n-dimensional random vector with underlying
probability measure + which we shall assume to possess a density p.
Whenever possible, define the associated second order random vector
V=&
{p
p
(Z) (1.1)
where p is Z ’s density. The Fisher matrix JZ=EVVT is then necessarily
nonsingular, and
covZJ &1Z (1.2)
with equality holding iff Z is Gaussian (see for example [15]; this is
actually is a nonparametric version of the well known Crame rRao lower
bound). Inequality (1.2) follows from
E(Zi&EZi)Vj=&|
Rn
(zi&EZi)
p
zi
(z) dz=$i, j , 1i, jn, (1.3)
which itself is easily verified integrating by parts.
One consequence of (1.2) for V is that for a given Z and Gaussian G,
JZJG O cov Zcov G. (1.4)
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This, however, is not a very exciting statement (in Rn) since it is usually the
case that whenever it is possible to calculate JZ explicitly the same is true
for cov Z, so that the comparison priciple (1.4) becomes rather useless.
The aim of this paper is to develop an appropiate infinite dimensional
version of the Fischer matrix, and as a consequence obtain new com-
parison results for the second moments of random functionals. In infinite
dimensions, in contrast with the previous paragraph, it is the right hand
side of (1.2) which is usually not well defined, and it is precisely the com-
parison principle (1.4) that becomes meaningful and useful.
The motivation for studying such comparison results arose from ques-
tions invoving marginal covariances (conditional and unconditional) of
stochastic processes. A particular instance of this technique has been used
in [5], for example, to obtain lower bounds for the mean square error in
a filtering problem.
In infinite dimensions, the definition V=(&i log p(Z))ni=1 in (1.1) is
meaningless in the absence of a density for +. However, all that was used
of V above was its key biorthogonality feature with respect to Z, as stated
in (1.3). Thus, we shall take the property (1.3), appropriately expressed to
apply in general spaces, as characterization of our auxiliary vector V.
Clearly, this does not determine V uniquely, and indeed a wide variety of
second moment inequalities can be obtained in Euclidean space, based on
different biorthogonal vectors V.
In order to illustrate how the resulting comparison principle will be
generalized in Section 2 both to an infinite dimensional space X and also
for a wide family of vectors V (or rather operators) biorthogonal to the
underlying probability measure, we shall first express (1.3) in a somewhat
more complicated way, but amenable to extension.
Let (ek)nk=1 ((e$k)
n
k=1) be the standard basis in R
n (in (Rn)$), and for the
sake of simplicity assume that + is centered. The condition that Z is a
second order vector amounts to assuming that each l # (Rn)$ can be viewed
as a random variable with finite second moment which we shall denote i(l )
(i.e. i: (Rn)$  L2(+) is the natural imbedding operator). Similarly the
second order random vector Vwhich we shall look upon as (Rn)$-valued
can be identified with the operator j: Rn  L2(+) defined by
h # Rn  j(h)=V(h) # L2(+)
(for example j(ek)=Vk).
Then another way of writing the orthogonality property (1.3), which
doesn’t depend on V ’s particular definition, is
( j(ek), i(e$k$))L2(+)=$k, k$ , 1k, k$n,
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or more generally
( j(h), i(l ))L2(+)=l(h), \h # Rn, \l # (Rn)$. (1.5)
In these terms the quadratic form associated with JZ is
JZ(h, h)=|
Rn
j(h)2 (x) +(dx)=Ej(h)2 (Z), \h # Rn.
It has already been suggested above that there is much freedom in
defining an operator j satisfying a biorthogonal relation with i as in (1.5).
One such family of operators results by defining (n=1 for simplicity)
Vr=(1r) ( p(Z+r)p(Z)&1), r{0, or more generally
V&=|
p(Z+r)
p(Z)
&(dr) (1.6)
for & a measure on R with total mass zero and first moment equal to one.
A precise and even more general definition is given in Section 3; in par-
ticular, (1.1) is retrieved if & is allowed to be the point derivative distribu-
tion at 0.
As mentioned earlier, the definition (1.1) cannot be extended to more
general spaces. However, an alternative definition can be provided for
j(h)=(hpp)(Z) which doesn’t involve Z or p but rather +. Indeed, under
the same assumptions it turns out that for every h # Rn
+$h(A)= lim
t  
+(A+th)&+(A)
t
is a well defined measure on Rn’s Borel sigma field and moreover +$h(A)R+.
We then have j(h)=d+$hd+, and this definition makes sense in infinite
dimensional spaces X as well. In general, though, j ’s domain will be a
proper subspace of X.
The comparison principle (1.4) which was regarded above as adding
little information in Rn, becomes interesting in infinite dimensions where
the second moments are often inaccessible, but the J quadratic form can
sometimes be calculated. For example, it will be shown that the operator
j& corresponding to V& in (1.6) can be expressed
j&(h)=|
R
*(r; h) &(dr) (1.7)
with *(r; h) # L1(+) denoting the RadonNikodym derivative of +’s transla-
tion by rh with respect to + itself (in which case j& ’s domain is +’s subspace
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of quasiinvariance). Since *(r; h) is identifiable in many situations, for
example by means of CameronMartin type formulae, the comparison
criterion (1.4) can be very useful in such cases.
(In the statistical estimation theory, there exist numerous generalizations
of the Crame rRao lower bound for the mean square error, which use
variants of the mapping j(h)=({pp)(h) such as those in (1.7) (some of the
best known are given in [2], [3] and [7]) each one of which is par-
ticularly suitable in certain setups. This is conmeasurate with the notion of
biorthogonal operators in Section 2essentially those which satisfy (1.5)).
In Section 3 we specialize to operators of the type (1.7)where & could
even be some distribution of higher order, compactly supported on the real
linethus suggesting in principle a fairly wide class of lower bounds. We
recall, though, that in the infinite dimensional setting, the term ‘‘bound’’
refers not to an inequality like (1.2) but rather to a comparison principle
of the type (1.4), which involves a distinguished class of laws (as for
example the Gaussian family in Rn when j(h)=h } {pp). We shall say that
such a probability measure + is extremal with respect to j, or alternatively,
that the pair (+, j) is extremal.
It will be shown that this class of extremal laws is determined by the
requirement that j(h)(x) be linear in x. However, it turns out that
(Theorem 3.9) among the mappings j of type (1.7) the only one to possess
extremal laws is precisely the one corresponding to &=&$$0 (i.e. derivation
at zero; this is the generalization of j(h)=hpp mentioned earlier), and the
associated class of extremal laws is the Gaussian one. This j is called the
logarithmic derivative of the underlying measure +.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the general comparison
principle is developed which extends (1.4), and the precise inequality
appears in Theorem 2.10. Section 3 is devoted to operators which are
essentially of type (1.7), where it is established in Theorem 3.5 that they
satisfy the biorthogonality property (1.5), as well as the fact (Theorem 3.9)
that the only such operator to possess an associated extremal measure
(which turns out to be Gaussian) is the logarithmic derivative.
In Section 4 we explicitly compute the logarithmic derivatives of the
probability measures induced on function spaces by (i) diffusions of the Ito^
type, and (ii) solutions to elliptic partial differential equations, making use
of the formulae of Girsanov ([14]) and of RamerKusuoka ([13], [20])
to obtain the RadonNikodym derivatives involved in (1.7) for adapted
and nonadapted drift coefficients respectively.
Terminology
Throughout, we shall consider a separable and complete locally convex
topological vector space X, with X$ denoting its topological dual space. X
will be equipped with a sigma-algebra F which contains the cylindrical
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sigma-algebra _(X) and is invariant under translations by elements of X.
The term ‘‘measure’’ will always imply a finite, possibly signed, Radon
measure. In particular + will always stand for a probability measure on
(X, F). It is said to be of weak second order if the random variable l(x) has
finite second moment for all l # X$ in which case the affine mapping
i: X$  L2(+) is defined by
(il )(x)=l(x)&|
X
l( y) +(dy), x # X,
and +’s covariance bilinear form by
C+(l1 , l2)=(il1 , il2)L2(+) , l1 , l2 # X$. (1.8)
From our assumption that X is separable and complete it follows that any
probability measure + of weak second order possesses a mean (or bary-
center) x + # X, namely X l(x) +(dx)=l(x +) for all l in X$ ([22, Theorem
4]) and that C+ is representable by a covariance operator R+ : X$  X,
namely C+(l1 , l2)=l2(R+l1) (see [22, Theorem 7]).
Finally, the Fourier transform of a measure ? on Z, where Z is either X
or R, is defined by ?^(u)=Z eiu(z)?(dz) for all u # Z$.
2. A COMPARISON PRINCIPLE FOR COVARIANCE FORMS
In this section we will be concerned with lower bounds for the
covariance bilinear form C+ , of a probability measure + of weak second
order. An immediate family of bounds results as follows. Let H be a closed
linear subspace of L2(+)#L2(X, F, +), PH the orthogonal projection
operator from L2(+) onto H and define
CH+ (l1 , l2)=(PH il1 , PH il2)L2(+) . (2.1)
We remark that PH is not necessarily a conditional expectation operator.
This will be the case if and only if H is closed under composition with
bounded measurable functions.
We may write the Pythagoras formula as
C+(l, l )=C H+ (l, l )+d
2(l, H), l # X$, (2.2)
where d(l, H) is the L2(+)-distance between l (or rather il ) and H, from
which, for all l # X$, the inequality
C+(l, l)C H+ (l, l ) (2.3)
follows immediately with equality if and only if il # H.
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The subspaces H that will be useful in the above context are associated
with linear operators of the form
j: D/X  L2(+). (2.4)
We shall refer to the above object as the pair (+, j) on X (D being implicitly
defined by j) and the previously mentioned subspace of L2(+) will be
H j=range( j). (2.5)
(The operators j we shall encounter in Section 3 will be seen to possess a
closed range in L2(+).)
Definition 2.1. Given a pair (+, j) on X, an element l # X$ will be said
to be (+, j)-dual if
( jh, il )L2(+)=l(h), \h # D, (2.6)
and denote
X$+, j=[l # X$ : l is (+, j)-dual].
Lemma 2.2. Given a pair (+, j) on X define the pseudonorm
&h&j=&jh&L2(+) , h # D. (2.7)
Then
(i) C Hj+ (l, l)= sup
h # D, &h&j=1
l(h)2, l # X$+, j . (2.8)
(ii) If X$+, j is separating for D in the sense that for all h # D
l(h)=0, \l # X$+, j O h=0, (2.9)
then j is one to one, and in particular &h&j is a norm.
Proof. For (2.8) we use the fact that for any subspace H0 of a Hilbert
space and any u # H0 , &u&=(u&u&, u)=supv # H0 , &v&=1(v, u). Thus if l # X$+, j
C H j+ (l, l )
12=&PH j il&L2(+)= sup
& jh&L2(+)=1
h # D
( jh, PH j il )L2(+)
= sup
& jh&L2(+)=1
h # D
( jh, il )L2(+)= sup
& jh&L2(+)=1
h # D
l(h).
As for (ii), if jh=0, it follows that l(h)=( jh, il )L2(+)=0 for all l # X$+, j , and
thus h=0 by (2.9). K
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Definition 2.3. The pair (+, j) will be said to be biorthogonal if X$+, j is
separating for D, that is, (2.9) holds.
Denote J+, j=j Tj. The following lemma establishes a sort of inverse rela-
tion between i and j. For the sake of simplicity it involves a fair amount
of abuse of notation. In particular, without this being made explicit, i ’s
restriction to X$+, j will also be denoted by i, elements in X are identified
with their natural counterparts in X" and functionals in X$ are identified
with their restriction to D. Id denotes, as usual, the identity operator.
Lemma 2.4. Let (+, j) be a biorthogonal pair on X. Then
(i) i TPH j j=i Tj=Id D .
(ii) j TPH j i=j Ti=IdX$+, j .
(iii) PH j ij T=ji TPH j=PH j .
(iv) C H j+ J+, j=Id D .
(v) J+, jC H
j
+ =IdX$+, j .
In particular. it follows that C Hj+ and J+, j are (algebraic) pseudoinverses
of eachother.
Proof. Properties (i)-(iii) follow directly from (2.6). For example,
for (i), PH j j=j (since by definition PH j is clearly the identity when
restricted to j’s range), and for any h # D and l # X$, i Tjh(l )=( jh, il )L2(+)=
l(h), which implies that i Tjh=h (modulo the injection X#X"). The
reasoning for (ii) and (iii) is very much the same. The proofs of (iv) and
(v) are an immediate result of writing C H j+ =i
TPH j i and J+, j=j Tj and using
the first three properties. K
Example 2.5. For some n let X=Rn and assume (+, j) is a given pair
on X such that D=X$+, j=Rn as well. By Lemma 2.4 J+, j is a full rank n_n
matrix and C H j+ is its inverse. The inequality (2.3) can then be expressed as
C+J &1+, j (2.10)
Lemma 2.6. Let (+, j) be a biorthogonal pair on X and consider
inequality (2.3) with H=H j. A sufficient condition for equality to hold for
all l # X$+, j is that there exists a linear operator A: X$+, j  D such that
i |X$+, j=jA. If H
j itself is closed in L2(+) then this condition is also necessary.
Proof. If i=jA on X$+, j then for all l # X$+, j il # H j and equality thus
holds in (2.3). Conversely, assuming H j is closed, equality in (2.3) implies
that i ’s range is contained in H j. By Lemma 2.2(ii) j is invertible so that
the required A is j &1i. K
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Definition 2.7. A biorthogonal pair (+, j) is extremal if there exists a
linear operator A as in Lemma 2.6.
Now let (+1 , j1) and (+2 , j2) be two biorthogonal pairs defined on the
same space X and denote by D: the domain of j: , :=1, 2. We are
interested in comparing the resulting two lower bounds of C+ given by
(2.3).
Definition 2.8. We shall say that (+1 , j1)O (+2 , j2) if D1 #D2 and
J+1, j1(h, h)J+2, j2(h, h), \h # D2 . (2.11)
Now assume (+1 , j1)O (+2 , j2). In the finite dimensional case considered
in Example 2.5 it is well known that A  A&1 is a nonincreasing matrix
function on positive definite symmetric matrices which here implies
CH j1+1 C
H j2
+2 . This monotonicity property extends to the MoorePenrose
pseudoinverse provided the square matrices being compared are of equal
rank ([18]). It also holds in our setup.
Lemma 2.9. Let (+1 , j1)O (+2 , j2) be two biorthogonal pairs on (X, F).
Then
C H j1+1 (l, l )C
H j2
+2 (l, l ), \l # X$+2 , j2 . (2.12)
Proof. Using the representation (2.8), we have for each l # X$+2 , j2 ,
CH j2+2 (l, l )= sup
0{h # D2
l(h)2
J+2 , j2(h, h)
 sup
0{h # D1
l(h)2
J+1 , j1(h, h)
=C H j1+1 (l, l ). K
We may now collect the results of this section as follows.
Theorem 2.10. For i=1, 2 let +i be a probability measure on a given
complete separable locally convex vector space X, and ji : Di /X  L2(+i) a
linear operator. Assume
(i) for i=1, 2 the pair (+i , ji) is biorthogonal (Definition 2.3), namely
the subset X$+1, j1 of functionals l # X$ for which
|
X
ji (h)(x) l(x) +i (dx)=l(h), \h # Di , (2.13)
is separating for Di (cf. (2.9));
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(ii) the pair (+2 , j2) is extremal (Definition 2.7), namely there exists an
operator A: X$+2 , j2  D2 such that for all X$+2 , j2
l(x)&|
X
l( y) +2(dy)=( j2Al ), +a.e.;
(iii) (+1 , j1) is dominated by (+2 , j2) ((+1 , j1)O (+1 , j1) as in Definition
2.8), namely D2 /D1 and
|
X
j 21(x) +1(dx)|
X
j 22(x) +2(dx), \h # D2 .
Then
C+1(l, l )C+2(l, l ), \l # X$+2 , j2 , (2.14)
where for i=1, 2, C+i denotes the +i’s covariance bilinear form (Definition
1.8).
Proof. For l # X$+2 , j2
C+1(l, l)C
H j1
+1 (l, l )C
Hj2
+2 (l, l)=C+2(l, l ),
where the above (in)equalities follow, respectively, from (2.3), Lemma 2.9
and Lemma 2.6. K
Remark 2.11. For a given pair (+, j), it often turns out that X$+, j=X$.
In the context of Theorem 2.10, this implies that (2.14) is a full comparison
principle for all functionals l # X$. This will be the case with the family of
operators j to be considered in the next section.
3. LOGARITHMIC DERIVATIVES
For h # X and T/R a measure ’ on (X, F) will be said to be (T, h)-
quasiinvariant if for any t # T
’( } &th)R’. (3.1)
Alternatively, if for any A # F one defines the function
{’A, h(t)=’(A&th), t # R, (3.2)
the (T, h)-quasiinvariance of ’ can be expressed as
’(A)={’A, h(0)=0 O {
’
A, h(t)=0, \t # T. (3.3)
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(Without loss of generality T could be assumed to be a semigroup con-
tained in R. Indeed the set of t’s for which (3.1) holds is closed under
addition).
We wish to introduce a family of operators which are biorthogonal to
the original probability measure +, and which generalize the finite dimen-
sional Fisher matrix considered in the Introduction. Towards this goal we
now recall a calculus on measures based on their differentiation and con-
volution.
Let L be a distribution on R with compact support KL (and whose order
m=m(L) is thus finite). It is known that such a distribution can be
represented as
L= :
m
k=0
& (k)k , (3.4)
where the &k ’s are Radon measures supported in KL , their derivatives being
understood in the generalized sense. Accordingly, L’s domain can be taken
to be Cm(R). Moreover L has a Fourier transform which is the restriction
to R of an entire function and is given by
L (u)=L(eitu), u # R, (3.5)
where L acts on the t variable. In terms of (3.4) we have
L (u)= :
m
k=0
(&iu)k &^k(u).
Definition 3.1. A distribution L on R with compact support will be
said to be normalized if, setting gk(t)=tk, L(g0)=0 and L(g1)=1. Equiv-
alently
L (0)=0, L $(0)=i (3.6)
(in terms of L’s representation (3.4) the condition (3.6) becomes &^0(0)=0
and &^$0 (0)&i&^1(0)=i).
Still for a general (not necessarily probability) measure ’ and for any
nonnegative integer l let
D l’=[h # X | {
’
A, h # C
l (R) \A # F], (3.7)
and for h # D m’ denote
(L Vh ’)(A)=L({’A, h), A # F. (3.8)
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It will be useful to know that the set function defined in (3.8) can be well
approximated using finite difference quotients instead of derivatives in
(3.4). If 2r denotes the difference operator on the real line, namely
2rv=v( } +r)&v( } ) (3.9)
for v either a function or a measure, define for every =>0
L= :
m
k=0
(&=)&k 2k&=&k= :
m
k=0
=&k :
k
i=0
(&1) i \ki + &k( } &i=). (3.10)
Lemma 3.2. For any measure ’ on (X, F) and h # D m’
(a) lim=  0 L= V
h ’(A)=L Vh ’(A), \A # F.
(b) L Vh ’ is a (_-additive) measure.
(c) Assume f # C(X) & L1( |L Vh ’| ) be such that f (x+ } h) # Cm(R) ’&
almost everywhere, and L( f (x+ } h)) # C(X) & L1( |’| ). Then
|
X
f (x)(L Vh ’)(dx)=|
X
L( f (x+ } h)) ’(dx). (3.11)
Proof.
(a) To abbreviate notation write {={’A, h . After some algebraic
manipulation on the definition (3.8) one obtains
L= V
h ’(A)= :
m
k=0
(&1)k |
R
(2k= {)(t) &k(dt) (3.12)
and it is a standard calculus exercise to express each integrand in (3.12) as
{(k)(*) (for some *=*(t, k, =) # [t, t+k=]) which thus converges to {(k)(t)
as =  0. Moreover, since each {(k) is bounded on bounded sets (and indeed
*(t, k, =) are uniformly bounded as =  0 for t # KL), we conclude by
dominated convergence that
lim
=  0
L= V
h ’(A)= 
m
k=0
(&1)k |
R
{(k)(t) &k(dt)=L V
h ’(A).
(b) L= V
h ’ is obviously _-additive. A theorem of Nikodym ([11,
Corollary III.7.4]) states that if a sequence of measures converges on every
set of the underlying _-algebra, the limiting set function is _-additive. The
claim then follows from part (a).
(c) First assume that f (x) is bounded in x, as well as L( f (x+ } h)).
If L is a finite sum of point masses, then equality (3.11) follows by direct
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substitution. In particular this is true with L replaced by L= for every =>0.
In the limit as =  0 the left hand side converges to X f (x)(L V
h ’)(dx) in
view of part (a) and f ’s boundedness. As for the right hand side, an m th
order version of the mean value theorem states that
L=( f (x+ } h)=L( f (x (x, =)+ } h))
with x (x, =)  x as =  0. Thus the right hand side of (3.11) is recovered as
well, as =  0 .
To drop the boundedness assumptions, choose for every n # N a smooth
real function gn such that gn(s)=s for |s|n and gn(s)=0 for |s|n+1,
and such that g (k)n (s) is uniformly bounded in s # R, n # N, and k=1, ..., m.
It follows from the previous paragraph that (3.11) holds for each n # N if
f is replaced by gn b f. From our assumptions on gn it is easy to verify that
for some finite K>0
L(gn( f (x+ } h)))KL( f (x+ } h)), \x # X, \n # N,
and (3.11) thus follows by dominated convergence in the general case by
letting n  . K
A direct consequence of (3.11) is that when h # D m’ , and denoting
’1=L V
h ’, we have
’^1(l )=L (l(h)) ’^(l ). (3.13)
The following lemma states that this identity actually characterizes D m’ .
Lemma 3.3. Let ’ be a measure on (X, F), h # X, and L a finite order
distribution on R. Then h # D m’ if and only if l # X$  L (l(h)) ’^(l ) is the
Fourier transform of a measure ’1 . In this case ’1=L V
h ’.
This result appears in [6, Corollary 1 to Theorem 2.3] for the case
L= &$$0 . Since the proof in this more general case proceeds along the
same lines, the details will be omitted.
Denote (recall that m=m(L) is L’s order in (3.4))
DL, ’={h # D m’ } L Vh ’R’ and d(L V
h ’)
d’
# L2(+)= . (3.14)
The next proposition states that the condition L Vh ’R’ in (3.14) is not
too restrictive. In particular, it holds automatically if L is supported at [0].
Proposition 3.4. Assume ’ is a measure on (X, F), L is a distribution
on R with compact support KL and finite order m, and h # D m’ . If ’ is
(KL , h)-quasiinvariant then L V
h ’R’.
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Proof. As usual, we shall denote by $r the point mass distribution
concentrated at r # R.
The claim was proved in [1, Theorem 2.6.5] for L=$$0 , by first
establishing that for any integer l, D l’=D
l
’+ & D
l
’& , where ’=’+&’& is
the Jordan decomposition of ’, thus allowing one to assume that ’ is a
finite positive measure. In this case, if ’(A)=0 we have that {’A, h is a
nonnegative differentiable function which vanishes at t=0. Necessarily
($$0 V
h ’)(A) =&({’A, h)$ (0)=0. By induction (obviously $$0 V
h
($ (k)0 V
h ’)=
$(k+1)0 V
h ’), the result (b) is then also true for L=$ (k)0 for any k for which
{’A, h is k times differentiable.
Assume now that ’(A)=0 for some A # F. Then, returning to the given
distribution L and for any t # KL , ’(A&th)=0 by quasiinvariance; more-
over, for any such t and any 0km
({’A, h)
(k) (t)=(&1)k ({’A&th, h)
(k) (0)=($ (k)0 V
h ’)(A&th)=0
since it has already been established that $ (k)0 V
h ’R’. We thus obtain, using
the representation (3.4),
(L Vh ’)(A)= :
m
k=0
(&1)k |
R
({’A, h)
(k) (t) &k(dt)=0
since all the integrands vanish on KL , on which the &k ’s are supported.
This proves that L Vh ’R’. K
We now return to the original probability measure + and make the
connection between the notions introduced in this and the previous
sections. Clearly DL, + is a linear subspace of X and jL, + : DL, +  L2(+)
defined by
jL, +(h)=
d(L Vh +)
d+
(3.15)
is a linear operator.
Theorem 3.5. Let L be a normalized distribution (cf. Definition 3.1).
Then
(a) X$+, jL, +=X$; in particular (+, jL, +) is a biorthogonal pair (cf.
Definitions 2.1 and 2. 3) .
(b) The range of jL, + is closed in L2(+).
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Proof.
(a) Fix h # DL, + and l # X$. Using (3.11)
(il, jL, +(h))L2(+)=|
X
l(x)
d(L Vh +)
d+
(x) +(dx)
=|
X
l(x)(L Vh +)(dx)=|
X
L(l(x)+ } l(h)) +(dx)
=|
X
l(h) +(dx)=l(h).
(b) Let [hn]n # N be a sequence in DL, + such that .n=jL, +(hn) con-
verges to . in L2(+). Since limn   d(L V
hn +)d+=. in L1(+) it follows that
L Vhn + is a Cauchy sequence in the topology of total variation and thus
converges in this topology to some measure +1 . Necessarily +1 R+ and
d+1
d+
=.. (3.16)
As mentioned in the Introduction, +1 possesses a barycenter (cf. [22]),
namely an element h # X such that
|
X
l(x) +1(dx)=l(h), \l # X$. (3.17)
(Strictly speaking, the term ‘‘barycenter’’ is appropriate only for probability
measures. However, +1 can always be expressed as a signed linear combina-
tion of two such probability measures, and the h in (3.17) is then the same
linear combination of their respective barycenters.) In particular, from part
(a) and (3.17), and for any l # X$,
l(hn)=|
X
l(x)(L V
hn +)(dx) wwn   |
X
l(x) +1(dx)=l(h),
that is, hn converges weakly to h. We need to show that h # DL, + and
jL, +h=., thus proving the closure of jL, + ’s range. Indeed, from Lemma 3.3
we know that for each n # N,
(L V
hn +)( l )=L (l(hn)) +^(l ).
From what has been proved above, as n   this equality becomes
+^1(l )=L (l(h)) +^(l ).
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Applying thus Lemma 3.3 once again, this time its reverse implication, we
obtain that h # D m+ and +1=L V
h +. Combining this with (3.16) it follows
that h # DL, + and jL, +h=. which was to be proved. K
Example 3.6. Choose L=&$$0 , where $0 is Dirac’s delta function
concentrated at 0. In other words, L( f )=f $(0) \f # C1(R). Here m=1 and
D 1+ is the set of h’s for which
L Vh +(A)=lim
t  0
+(A&th)&+(A)
t
exists for each A # F.
This case and higher order generalizations were studied by various
authors, particularly in the former Soviet Union (for example [1],[6],
[21]), its importance stemming from the fact that here D L, + can be
regarded as ‘‘directions of smoothness’’ of +. When X=Rn, this concept
coincides with the existence and smoothness of a density for + (with respect
to the Lebesgue measure).
We shall use the terminology of [6].
Definition 3.7. In the setup of Example 3.6 D 1+ (the set of directions
of smoothness) and DL, + are respectively denoted D(+) and D2(+), L V
h +
is called the derivative of + in the direction of h and denoted dh(+), while
jL, +(h)=d(dh(+))d+ is called the logarithmic derivative of + in the direction
of h and also denoted \h(+).
The term ‘‘logarithmic derivative’’ arises from the case X=Rn in which
\h(+)=&Dh pp where p is +’s density with respect to Lebesgue measure.
Note that the sign choice in (3.2) leads to the unconventional minus sign
in the logarithmic derivative; this was done to preserve the biorthogonality
property of Theorem 3.5.
The following lemma, which generalizes [4, Proposition 1.3.1] provides
a useful way of identifying operators of the logarithmic derivative type, i.e.
the operators jL, + defined in (3.15) for distributions L of the form (3.4). We
remark that any such distribution may be viewed as acting on Cm(R; Z)
where Z is any given Banach space, since continuous functions pose no
ambiguity in the integration theory of vector valued functions (cf. [10]).
Lemma 3.8. Let + be a probability measure on (X, F) and assume it is
(R, h)-quasiinvariant for some h # X. Denote *h(t)=d+( } &th)d+ # L1(+),
and let L be a distribution of the form (3.4). If *h # Cm(R; L1(+)) then
h # D m+ and
jL, +=L(*h). (3.18)
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Proof. Recalling the definition (3.2) of {+A, h , and given A # F, the
equality
({+A, h)
(k) (t)=|
A
* (k)h (t)(x) +(dx) (3.19)
holds for k=0 by the definition of *h . If it holds for a given k and *h is
differentiable k+1 times then
=&1[({+A, h)
(k) (t+=)&({+A, h)
(k) (t)]
=|
A
=&1(* (k)h (t+=)&*
(k)
h (t)) d+ ww
=  0 |
A
* (k+1)h (t) d+
since the integrand converges in L1(+). In other words, (3.19) holds by
induction for k=0, 1, ..., m.
By Fubini’s theorem it may then be concluded that
(L Vh +)(A)= :
m
k=0
(&1)k |
R
({+A, h)
(k) (t) &k(dt)
= :
m
k=0
(&1)k |
R \|A * (k)h (t) d++ &k(dt)
=|
A \|R :
m
k=0
*h(t) & (k)k (dt)+ d+=|A L(*h) d+,
which is precisely (3.18). K
The last issue to be dealt with in this section is the one of extremality
(Definition (2.7)). For which nondegenerate second order probability
measure + on (X, F) and normalized distribution L on R is the
(biorthogonal) pair (+, jL, +) extremal? This question is important if one
wishes to use Theorem 2.10 to obtain comparison results for covariance
operators. As anticipated in the Introduction, the following analysis will
lead to the conclusion that the family of operators of logarithmic derivative
type studied in this section yields essentially only one class of extremal
pairs.
Indeed, by Theorem 3.5b the range of the (yet to be determined)
operator jL, + is closed, so that a necessary and sufficient condition for the
extremality of the pair (+, jL, +) is provided by Lemma 2.6, namely the
existence of a linear operator (recall that X$+, jL, +=X$ by Theorem 3.5a)
A: X$  DL, + such that for all l # X$
l(x)&|
X
l(x$) +(dx$)=
dL VAl +
d+
(x) a.s. (3.20)
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Assume thus that (3.20) holds, and for the sake of simplicity, for the
moment assume as well that + has zero mean, x +=0, namely that the left
hand side of (3.20) is actually l(x), for all l # X$. It follows from (3.13) that
for all l, l0 # X$
L (l0(Al ))=(L V
Al +)( l0)=|
X
eil0(x)(L VAl +)(dx)
=|
X
l(x) eil0(x)+(dx)=
1
i
Dl +^(l0).
Above and henceforth Dl denotes the directional derivative in the direction
of l.
We may thus conclude that +^(l0){0 \l0 and Dl log +^(l0)=iL (l0(Al ))
from which the consistency condition
iDl2 L (l0(Al1))=Dl2l1 log +^(l0)=Dl1l2 log +^(l0)=iDl1 L (l0(Al2)) (3.21)
follows. The equality between the end terms in (3.21) then translates into
L $(l0(Al1)) l2(Al1)=L $(l0(Al2)) l1(Al2) (3.22)
for all l0 , l1 , l2 # X$. Inserting l0=0 in (3.22) it follows, using (3.6), that
l2(Al1)=l1(Al2) for all l1 , l2 # X$. The second factors in (3.22) therefore
cancel out. Now, A=C+ {0 because + was assumed to be nondegenerate,
and thus [l0(Al ), l0 , l # X$]=R. It now follows, again using (3.6), that
L $(u) is constantly equal to i, so that
L (u)=iu, \u # R. (3.23)
It is well known that (3.23) uniquely determines L to be &$$0 .
Moreover, substituting (3.23) in (3.21) leads to the equality Dl1l2 log +^(l )
#&l2(Al1), which, for x +=0 and A symmetric, necessarily integrates into
+^(l )=e&l(Al )2, l # X$. (3.24)
Had we refrained from assuming that + has mean zero, and denoting
l =l(x +)=X l(x$) +(dx$), we would have concluded, instead of (3.24),
+^(l )=eil &l(Al )2, l # X$, (3.25)
as can be easily verified.
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We may now summarize the answer to the above extremality question as
follows.
Theorem 3.9. Let + be a nondegenerate second order probability
measure on (X, F) and L a normalized distribution on R. Then the
biorthogonal pair (+, jL, +) is extremal if and only if L=&$$0 and + is
Gaussian.
4. LOGARITHMIC DERIVATES FOR STOCHASTIC EQUATIONS
Case I: Ito^ Diffusions
We shall now consider logarithmic derivatives in the particular case in
which X=C0([0, T]; Rd) and + is the measure induced on (X, B) by the
solution to
dxt=f (t, xt) dt+_(t) dwt , x0=0. (4.1)
Here [Wt , 0tT] is a standard d-dimensional Brownian motion,
f: [0, T]_Rd  Rd is jointly measurable and differentiable in the second
variable and satisfies
sup
(t, !) # [0, T]_Rd
&Df (t, !)&<
(Df is the d_d matrix (fi !j) and & } & is any given matrix norm), while
_: [0, T]  Rd_d is measurable and satisfies
1
c
I_(t)cI
for some c>0 and all t # [0, T]. It is a standard fact that under the above
assumptions a unique solution to (4.1) indeed exists. We refer below to the
well known CameronMartin space associated with the d-dimensional
standard Browinian motion on [0, T]
Hd, T={|
v
0
,s ds | , # L2([0, T]; Rd)= .
We recall that the distribution considered here is L=&$$0 and the
terminology introduced in Definition 3.7 will be used.
The idea in the proof of the following proposition is present in [5]
where the logarithmic derivatives of conditional probability measures were
considered in the context of nonlinear filtering.
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Proposition 4.1. (a)
D2(+)=D(+)=Hd, T
(b) \h(+)=|
T
0
_&1s (h4 (s)&Df (s, xs) h(s)) dws (4.2)
for all h # Hd, T .
Proof. The equality D(+)=Hd, T was established in [6, Th. 4.4].
Moreover, granted (4.2), it follows immediately that \h(+) # L2(+) for all
h # Hd, T (and thus D2(+)=D(+)) since by our assumptions
|
T
0
|_&1t (h4 (t)&Df (t, xt) h(t))|
2 dtK<
for some finite K. To prove (4.2) we apply Lemma 3.8 with L=&$$0 . Fix
h # Hd, T . The measures +( } &#h), # # R, are induced by the processes
x#t #xt+#ht which satisfy
dx#t =f
#(t, x#t ) dt+_(t) dwt , x
#
0=0,
where
f #(t, !)=f (t, !&#ht)+#h4 t .
By Girsanov’s theorem
*##
d+( } &#h)
d+
=exp _|
T
0
#t dwt&
1
2 |
T
0
|#t |
2 dt&
with
#t =_(t)
&1 ( f #(t, xt)&f (t, xt)).
In accordance with the usage in Lemma 3.8 the symbol # applied to a
random variable which depends on the parameter # will denote derivation
in the L1 sense. By the chain rule (since 0t #0)

#
*#} #=0=

# {|
T
0
#t dwt&
1
2 |
T
0
|#t |
2 dt=} #=0
=|
T
0

#
#t } #=0 dwt . (4.3)
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We proceed to justify the last equality in (4.3). The order interchange
of differentiation and integration which was performed in the stochas-
tic integral is valid when dealing with differentiation in the almost
sure sense (cf. [12]). Now, by the mean value theorem #t #=
_&1t (Df (t, xt&%#ht)&h4 t) for some % # (0, 1) so that under our assumptions
there exists a finite positive constant M, independent of #, such that for all
#{0
E \1# |
T
0
#t dwt+
2
=|
T
0
E }
#
t
# }
2
dtM. (4.4)
Thus by dominated convergence the validity of the order interchange
extends to differentiation in the L1 sense.
As for the second integral in the middle term of (4.3) we obtain from
(4.4)
lim
#  0
E |
T
0
|#t |
2
#
dt lim
#  0
|#| M=0.
Finally it remains to identify (#) #t | #=0. But this is straightforward:

#
#t } #=0=_(t)&1

#
f #(t, xt)} #=0
=_(t)&1 (h4 t&Df (t, xt&#ht) ht)| #=0
=_(t)&1 (h4 t&Df (t, xt) ht). K
Corollary 4.2. If + is the probability measure generated by (4.1) and
j: Hd, T  L2(+) is defined by j(h)=\h(+), then (+, j) is a biorthogonal pair
and
J+, j (h, h)=|
T
0
E |_&1t (h4 t&Df (t, xt) h(t))|
2 dt. (4.5)
Case II: Elliptic SPDEs
The same method as above can be employed to obtain the logarithmic
derivative of measures induced by other types of stochastic equations. In
the remainer of this section we shall sketch without full mathematical rigor
one such instance.
Let D be a bounded domain in Rd with smooth boundary D, and A a
strongly elliptic differential operator of order 2k, (4k<d ). If q # L(D) has
small enough norm, and  # L2(D), the Dirichlet problem
(A+q)v= in D, v| D=0,
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has a unique solution which is written v=Gq, where the Green operator
Gq is HilbertSchmidt in L2(D) and thus representable by means of an
integral kernel Gf (x, y) # L2(D2). For a nonnegative integer l, C l0(D) will
denote the space of functions l times differentiable in D which can be
continuously extented to 0 on D.
Consider the stochastic partial differential equation
(Au)(x)+f (x, u)=nx in D, u| D=0, (4.6)
where f is a measurable function on D_R, and n is the white noise in
D-formally the mixed derivative of the Brownian sheet Wx in D. It has
been shown (see for example [9], [16] or [17]) that if in (4.6) the
(possibly nonlinear) perturbation f is continuously differentiable in its
second variable ( f $ will denote this derivative) and
sup
x # D
& f $(x, } )&<&G0&&1 (4.7)
the equation (4.6) possesses a unique solution in the sense that there is a
unique random field u(|, x) # L2(0_D), whose realizations are almost
surely in C 00(D), such that
|
D
[u(x) A*.(x)+ f (x, u(x)) .(x)] dx=| .(x) dWx (4.8)
for all . # C 2k0 (D). This solution thus induces a probability measure +f on
X=C(D ).
Obviously +0 is a Gaussian measure, for which the directions of differen-
tiability are precisely the elements of the associated Cameron Martin space
(see [6]), which is G0(L2(D)).
It has been shown in [17] and [16] that as long as (4.7) holds +f t+0
and thus (cf. [1, Theorem 2.2.1]) D(+f)=D(+0)=G0(L2(D)). In order to
obtain an expression for \h(+f), one may proceed as in the proof of
Proposition 4.1. For any h # G0(L2(D)) and # # Rd the field u#=u+#h
(which induces on X the probability measure +f ( } &#h)) solves the equa-
tion
(Au#)(x)+f#(x, u#)=nx in D, u# | D=0, (4.9)
where f#(x, r)=f (x, r&#h(x))&#(Ah)(x).
An expression for the Girsanov type density between the measures
+f ( } &#h) and +f , which are generated respectively by (4.9) and (4.6), can
be obtained from Kusuoka’s theorem; the explicit result is (see [17, (2.10)]
and [16, Lemma 2.3])
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4#=
d+f ( } &#h)
d+f
det2(I+Mf $#( } , u( } ))&f $( } , u( } )))
_exp {&|D ( f#(x, u(x))&f (x, u(x)) $Wx
&
1
2
& f#( } , u( } ))&f ( } , u( } )&2L2(D) =
#4 (1)# exp {&4 (2)# &12 4 (3)# =, (4.10)
where for any q # L(D), the bounded operator Mq : L2(D)  L2(D) is
given by   q, det2(I+T ) is the CarlemanFredholm determinant of a
HilbertSchmidt operator T [11, XI.9.21] and the stochastic integral is in
the sense of Skorohod. (The reader may refer to [19] for more details on
the Skorohod integral, Kusuoka’s theorem and the Malliavin derivative Dx
which appears below in (4.12)).
As in the proof of Proposition 4.1, it follows from Lemma 3.8 that the
logarithmic derivative \h(+f) is given by 4$0 , with the #-derivative being
taken in L1(+f). Since 4 (1)0 =1 and 4
(2)
0 =4
(3)
0 =4
(1)$
0 =4
(3)$
0 =0 (rules
governing the derivative of CarlemanFredholm determinants appear in
[11, XI.9.23]), it follows that
\h(+f)=&4 (2)$0 =|
D
((Ah(x)&f $(x, u(x)) h(x)) $Wx . (4.11)
The last equality above involves a dominated convergence argument and a
change of order between the parameter differentiation and the Skorohod
integral, the details of which are omitted here. In particular, the
logarithmic derivative always has finite second moment, so that D2(+f)=
D(+f)=G0(L2(D)).
The quadratic form J(h, h)=E(\h(+f))2, h # G0(L2(D)), is then given by
([19 Proposition 3.1])
J(h, h)=E \|D ((Ah(x)&f $(x, u(x)) h(x)) $Wx+
2
=|
D
E(Ah(x)&f $(x, u(x)))2 h2(x) dx
+||
D_D
E[Dx f $( y, u( y)) Dy f $(x, u(x))] h(x) h( y) dx dy. (4.12)
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Assuming that the nonlinearity f is twice continuously differentiable,
the Malliavin derivative appearing in (4.12) satisfies the relation
Dy( f $(x, u(x)))=f "(x, u(x)) Dy u(x), and Dyu(x), can be obtained by
applying Dy to both sides of (4.8):
|
D
[Dyu(x)(A*.)(x)+f $(x, u(x)) Dyu(x) .(x)] dx=.( y);
from this it follows that Dyu(x)=Gf $ b u(x, y).
Summarizing we have
J(h, h)=&Ah&2+((m2+K&2m1A) h, h), (4.13)
where mi (x)=Ef $(x, u(x)) i, i=1, 2, K is the integral operator whose kernel
is
K(x, y)=E[Gf $ b u(x, y) Gf $ b u( y, x) f "(x, u(x)) f "( y, u( y))],
and the inner product and norm in (4.13) refer to L2(D).
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